FloroMica provides a beautiful, slip-resistant and easy-to-clean surface, incorporating light reflective organic mica flakes with the look of natural granite.
FloroMica is available in four proprietary mica mineral blends, interspersed with organic, light-reflective flakes that lend exciting depth of color and dimension to busy, high traffic floors.

FloroMica provides a durable, chemical and mar resistant surface that is easy to clean, with no waxing. Our non-yellowing, industrial-grade resin systems ensure floors maintain their decorative appeal and high performance over time. FloroMica offers an economical alternative to granite slab or tile flooring, providing exceptional life cycle value.

- Eco-friendly. LEED point contributing
- USDA, FDA, OSHA, ADA and EPA compliant
- Choice of topcoats and slip-resistance
- Contractor friendly installation
- Simple, no wax maintenance
- Resistant to scratches, stains and chemicals
- A beautiful, cost effective offset to natural granite flooring

FloroMica is ideal for showrooms, retail, hospitality, educational and healthcare settings.

FloroMica Color Blends

Samples shown are approximations and should not be used for specification purposes.